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ABSTRACT

When designing virtual embodiment studies, one of the key choices is the nature of the experimental factors, either between-subjects or within-subjects. However, it is well known that each design has advantages and disadvantages in terms of statistical power, sample size requirements and confounding factors. This paper reports a within-subjects experiment with 92 participants comparing self-reported embodiment scores under a visuomotor task with two conditions: synchronous motions and asynchronous motions with a latency of 300 ms. With the gathered data, using a Monte-Carlo method, we created numerous simulations of within- and between-subjects experiments by selecting subsets of the data. In particular, we explored the impact of the number of participants on the replicability of the results from the 92 within-subjects experiment. For the between-subjects simulations, only the first condition for each user was considered to create the simulations. The results showed that while the replicability of the results increased as the number of participants increased for the within-subjects simulations, no matter the number of participants, between-subjects simulations were not able to replicate the initial results. We discuss the potential reasons that could have led to this surprising result and potential methodological practices to mitigate them.

Index Terms: Virtual Embodiment—Methodology—Latency

1 INTRODUCTION

The design of a controlled experiment requires determining the number of independent variables to consider, and the number of levels taken by each of them. For any independent variable involved, the experimenter has to choose between a between-subjects design, where each participant is exposed to only one level, and a within-subjects design where each participant tests each level. A between-subjects design is required when investigating individual differences. For example, the effect of gender or age on a dependent variable, and a within-subjects design is required when studying learning or fatigue effects on an independent variable. However, most of the time the choice of an experimental design is not fixed and it is decided by the researcher.

Each design has its own advantages and disadvantages. Between-subjects designs prevent confounding factors such as learning, fatigue, and frustration since each participant is exposed to a single level. The time taken to complete the experiment is also shorter than a within-subjects design. However, between-subjects designs are based on the comparisons between different groups of participants to study the effect of an independent variable. The results can be affected by individual differences making it harder to detect significant differences, reducing the power of the statistical analysis. It also increases the chances to detect differences that can be attributed to differences between the groups instead of differences between the conditions, when the groups are too small and not homogeneous (e.g. typing speed when comparing different typing techniques [50]). To reduce the impact of individual differences, between-subjects designs comparatively require larger groups compared to within-subjects designs ($m$ times larger if $m$ is the number of levels of an independent variable). Mixed experiment designs can be used when considering two or more independent variables, where one or more independent variables are administered within-subjects and the others between-subjects, but it is beyond the scope of this work.

Controlled experiments in virtual reality (VR) to study user experience do not suffer an exception. Some contexts require to follow a within-subjects design, for example when studying the effect of VR therapy over different sessions on a phobia [73]. Other contexts, such as scenarios involving surprises/threats [25, 31], typically follow a between-subjects design as being aware of the effect can alter participants’ reactions. Other contexts, such as the study of embodiment, offer more freedom in the choice of an experimental design. A key factor of user experience in VR is virtual embodiment, the "sense that emerges when [a body]’s properties are processed as if they were the properties of one’s own biological body" [45]. While a majority of virtual embodiment studies are designed following a within-subjects design, a fair amount follows a between-subjects design (see Table 1). For each design, it remains unclear how many participants should be involved in a study to detect an effect if it exists. Furthermore, to get the same statistical power between the two designs, the number of participants required in a between-subjects design may not be directly related to the number of levels. The behavior of participants when answering successive questionnaires may also influence the results, as they may answer the questions depending on their previous answers, for example.

To answer these questions, we evaluate in this paper the influence of the experimental design and the sample size in a virtual embodiment experiment with a single independent variable with two levels. We first report an experiment ($n = 92$), in which participants had to perform a visuomotor task adapted from previous studies [12,46,59]. The experimental design had one within-subjects variable with two levels, synchronous and asynchronous integration. The task and design were chosen to ensure that a significant difference could be observed between the two levels with lower embodiment scores for the asynchronous condition, as it has been previously shown [12, 46, 59]. We then evaluated the influence of the number of participants and the type of experimental design on the effect size and the ability to find the expected significant difference between the conditions. We used a Monte-Carlo method on different subsets of the collected data to simulate a number of participants ranging from 10 to 92 in the within-subjects design and 12 to 46 per group in the between-subjects design. Our results show that we could find the expected result with more than 95% chance from 33 participants with the within-subjects design, in agreement with the results from the literature. However, we were not able to replicate the expected result with the between-subjects design. We discuss the implications of these findings and provide guidelines on the design of virtual embodiment studies and embodiment questionnaires.
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2 RELATED WORK

This section reviews a number of works defining the notion of embodiment and its different subcomponents before focusing on the impact of latency on embodiment. We follow with an analysis of the implementation of within-subjects and between-subjects designs in VR, and particularly when studying the notion of embodiment.

2.1 Virtual embodiment

The notion of embodiment usually refers to motor control and affective attachment over a body [22, 45]. It was historically laid out through the rubber-hand illusion (RHI) paradigm proposed by Botvinick & Cohen [11], and further researched in many studies [27, 43, 74, 83]. Researchers use the concept of virtual embodiment because the sensations that enable embodiment are virtually simulated (i.e. visual and audio stimuli). Although in the original RHI experiment, Botvinick & Cohen showcased the illusion of ownership over a single limb, a number of studies have then explored the possibilities of full-body embodiment [25, 46]. Embodiment can be studied in many contexts, through the visual appearance of users’ virtual representations, also called avatars [2, 7], or visuomotor and visuo-tactile integration [46, 68, 74, 85]. The notion of embodiment has been shown to be correlated to the sense of presence [39], which has been defined by Lee et al. [51] as a psychological state where one cannot distinguish a virtual experience from reality.

Usually, the sense of embodiment is decomposed into multiple subdimensions [45, 71]. The main subdimension is body ownership, referring to affective attachment and the feeling of owning the body. The second subdimension is agency, referring to motor control. These two subdimensions are recognized to be the main subdimensions of embodiment. The study by Kilteni et al. proposed a third subdimension they called the sense of self-location, which corresponds to the space where one feels located. These three subdimensions form the working model of virtual embodiment that is generally used by researchers. Using questionnaires is often the main measure of the sense of embodiment [36, 71]. Recently, Peck & Gonzalez-Franco [63] proposed a new questionnaire to measure virtual embodiment in an absolute way, basing their model of embodiment on previous work from Kilteni et al., and validating questionnaire items through controlled experiments. In the rest of this study, virtual embodiment and its subcomponents will be based on the work of Peck & Gonzalez-Franco [63].

2.2 Impact of latency on embodiment

Introducing discrepancy between an action and its visual feedback can impair and even prevent the emergence of embodiment [11, 45, 83]. In such a case, embodiment decreases mainly through the sense of agency and the sense of ownership [33, 83]. The discrepancy can be implemented experimentally by prerecording animations for the avatar movements [46, 74], or by adding artificial latency [41, 85]. In the case of artificial latency, perceived agency decreases around the threshold of 100-150 ms, and does not emerge for delays around 500 ms [29, 54, 85]. Replications of the RHI [3, 67, 83] found that embodiment still emerged at 500 ms, but with sharp drops. A recent study by Caserman et al. [15] shows that 250 ms of latency did not impede agency but did reduce ownership. The study by Waltemate et al. [85] provides great insights to understand the impact of latency on motor performance and embodiment. They measured embodiment through agency and body ownership but both were assessed through one questionnaire item. They found that embodiment diminished slowly between delays of 45 and 130 ms, while it dropped more sharply afterward, reaching approximately 65% of its optimal value at around 350 ms. It appears that artificial latency has little to no impact on embodiment under 100 ms and that it impedes embodiment up to 500 ms, where it drops sharply.

2.3 Experimental protocol designs for embodiment studies

We reviewed 40 studies from the literature regarding virtual embodiment, to better understand when and how each experimental design is used (see Table 1). It is important to stress out that this is not meant to be a systematic review of literature, and more aimed at providing an overview of experimental designs when it comes to embodiment in VR. Besides a few that did not have the choice for their design, it is interesting to note that the others did not provide the motivations for the choice of their experimental design. In regards to embodiment measures, some of these studies implemented both objective and subjective measures, while others used only subjective means. For studies implementing threats [2, 30, 31], the objective measure was mainly consisted of participants’ behavior and movement analyses. Virtual replications of the RHI were prone to use proprioceptive drift [11, 41, 46, 74], while others used other means, like the galvanic skin response (GSR) [46, 48]. Studies published before the recent propositions of standardized embodiment questionnaires [35, 63, 71] often proposed their own questionnaires, adapted from the presence questionnaire [87] for the context of their experiment, sometimes being only a few items [85]. More recent studies [1, 4, 13, 68] only implement a subjective measure of embodiment.

Embodiment questionnaires are either administered in the real world after conditions, after removing the VR gear [20, 23, 25, 46, 68], or inside the IVE [31, 47, 75, 85]. Some studies mention giving guidelines to participants to answer the questionnaires, mostly to answer based on what they felt and perceived [85], while others gave a shortened questionnaire before the experiment for the participants to assess embodiment under a baseline condition [12, 46, 47, 67]. Some other studies also implemented a familiarization phase [48, 65, 68]. In particular, Bovet et al. [13] had participants familiar with two extreme conditions before the experiment. We noticed that there is no systematic report of effect size for embodiment studies. Some studies report effect sizes for objective measurement [13, 30, 41, 46], but only one study reported effect sizes for embodiment questionnaire answers [32].

From the 40 papers reviewed, 25 of these studies were conducted following a within-subjects design. Reported sample sizes range from 10 participants for Waltemate et al.’s study [85], to 99 participants in Peck et al. [64]. There were on average 30 participants in the reviewed within-subjects studies. Within-subjects design can lead participants to certain behaviors, such as acting a particular way they think experimenters expect from them. This effect is known as the “demand effect” [70, 86]. The demand effect is especially of concern for psychological experimental research and can induce a bias when administering questionnaires [18].

Among these studies, 12 of them were designed following a between-subjects design [4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 46, 48, 56, 59, 89]. For these studies, the number of participants ranged from 20 for the second experiment of Won et al. [89], to 69 participants in the study of Lugrin et al. [56]. The size of the groups ranged from 10 participants to 23, for an average of 15 participants per group. The sample size for between-subjects is of importance because of possible bias caused by possible individual differences. When conducting between-studies, if the homogeneity of groups has not been accounted for, it may be possible that results could be explained by differences between groups of participants. This is particularly relevant for studies regarding body ownership and embodiment. For example, Kalckert et al. [43] performed a systematic replication of the rubber-hand illusion (RHI) in order to compare visuomotor and visuo-tactile stimulations. In their review of literature, they noticed two studies [26, 84] that followed different designs and bore different results. Tsakiris et al. [84], in a within-subjects experiment, found no difference in ownership between visuomotor and visuo-tactile integration, while Dummer et al. [26], in a between-subjects, found that ownership was higher under visuo-tactile stimuli than visuomotor.
In summary, even though the majority of virtual embodiment studies are conducted as within-subjects, a non-trivial amount of them implement a between-subjects design. Besides specific contexts, there is no clear motivation to choose either one. Effect sizes for virtual embodiment studies are not massivly reported. There is no standard effect size in the literature, and as such, the number of participants varies across studies. It remains unclear how the experimental design can influence virtual embodiment results. The next section presents an experiment and a protocol to compare within-subjects and between-subjects and study the influence of the number of participants.

3 EXPERIMENT

The main objective of our experiment is to compare experimental designs to study virtual embodiment in VR. We want to study the ability of within-subjects and between-subjects designs to detect effects when they exist. As there exists a direct relationship between the number of participants in an experiment and the ability to detect an effect, we also want to study how results are impacted by the number of participants.

3.1 Experimental Design

Our experiment requires the use of a ground truth established from results validated and replicated in the literature. There are a few experiments in VR that have been replicated besides visuotactile synchrony with the RHI [11, 43, 82] and visuotactile/visuomotor synchrony with the study of the latency on embodiment [46, 74]. Previous studies have shown that there is no significant difference in embodiment between visuotactile and visuomotor synchrony [43]. We chose to replicate experiments based on visuomotor synchrony instead of visuotactile synchrony as their experimental setup and procedure are simpler to replicate, thus reducing potential bias. We also chose to test only two experimental conditions, one with minimal latency and the other with a level of latency known to significantly impact embodiment. It is the simplest experiment we can design and it simplifies the statistical analysis. Thus, it can be easily replicated in other studies to further strengthen results and methodological recommendations. Our experiment follows a within-subjects design with the two conditions.

### Table 1: Summary of the reviewed virtual embodiment studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Nb levels</th>
<th>Nb participants</th>
<th>Objective measurements</th>
<th>Subjective Measurements</th>
<th>Effect (pt)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[80]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2x2x2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>[11] 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[66]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>GSR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>[53, 80] 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>GSR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>[87] 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Proprioceptive drift</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>[11, 74] 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[89]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2x2x2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Proprioceptive drift/GSR</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>[11, 43, 79] 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Proprioceptive drift</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Behavior and movement</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2x3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>[52, 80] 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[85]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[41] 0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>GSR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Performance/Behavior</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>[52, 80] 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[67]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2x2x2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>[55] 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>3x3x2x1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>[2, 57, 80] 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>[2, 24] 0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[75]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2x4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>[87] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Proprioceptive drift</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>[55] 0.8**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>[72] 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[77]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>5x2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>[11, 58] 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>3x2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>GSR</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[79] 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>3x2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>[2, 24, 37] 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>[77] 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[81]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>[43] 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>- 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>[35] 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2x2x2</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>[35] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[68]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>[35] 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[17] 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Conditions

The synchronous condition (SYNCHRO) integrates participants’ movements with no additional delay between their actions in the physical and virtual environments. The asynchronous condition (ASYNCHRO) was designed to add a 300 ms delay compared to SYNCHRO.

Interactive systems have an inherent delay associated with the hardware, system, and processing. This end-to-end latency was the same in both conditions, we measured it with the LagMeter device [16] in the experiment application coded with Unity. It corresponds to the delay between a physical input action and a resulting change on the screen. To do so, the LagMeter first detects and measures when a vibration resulting from a tap on the tactile pad occurs, using a piezoelectric vibration sensor attached to the index finger. Second, it measures when the associated screen response occurs using a photodiode fitted on the left screen of the VR headset. The application switches the screen headset from black to white upon receiving the event from the pad. We collected 50 measures of latency and found an average end-to-end latency of 63 ms (SD=12 ms), similar to what has been found in the literature [16,49,85].

The latency for ASYNCHRO was artificially implemented by buffering all input events during a given time. This way ASYNCHRO had a total latency resulting in about 360 ms. According to the literature, the synchronous condition has a latency that is unlikely to impact embodiment (under 100 ms) while the latency in the asynchronous condition is in the 100-500 ms upper range where latency is known to affect embodiment.

3.3 Methodology

Participants were first instructed with information regarding the procedure and the experiment: what they were expected to do in the visuomotor task, how to complete the task, and what to focus on during the immersion. Participants were asked to look at the virtual legs when completing the task. Then, they were then asked to sign an informed consent form and answer basic demographic questions. Among those questions, they could express their gender expression, and there were 12 different patterns, for a total of 120 movements each instruction required participants to repeat the pattern 10 times, and there were 12 different patterns, for a total of 120 movements per condition. The task lasted for about 5 minutes.

Participants went through both conditions within one session. The order of the conditions was counterbalanced. Each experimental condition was followed by an embodiment questionnaire to assess subjective embodiment (see Section 3.6). Participants were asked to remove their HMD and controllers and to complete the questionnaire on a laptop. Participants could not see their answers to the first condition when filling the questionnaire for the second one.

3.4 Apparatus

The participants were immersed in the IVE by wearing a Valve Index headset, which provided visual feedback and a 6-DOF head tracking. The feet of the participants were tracked with a Vive Tracker attached to each of them, and inverse kinematics [69] was used to match the avatar’s movements with the actual movements of the participants. The virtual environment was implemented using Unity3D (2019.2.12f1) and the Unity Steam VR plugin. The experiment ran on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-9750H 2.60GHz CPU with 32GB of RAM and a 8GB 2070 RTX GeForce Nvidia GPU. The virtual representations of the participants were two avatars of both gender expressions from the RocketBox library [34].

3.5 Participants

92 participants volunteered to participate in the experiment, (64 male and 28 female), aged from 22 to 53 (M = 30.2; SD = 7.7). They were recruited by word of mouth. Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The experiment was approved by the local ethics board.

3.6 Embodiment Questionnaire

The sense of embodiment was self-reported by participants through an online questionnaire, using seven-point Likert scales. The questionnaire for embodiment was taken from the questionnaire proposed by Peck & Gonzalez-Franco [63]. This questionnaire was validated through a large number of observations and is the most recent. From the 16 items proposed in that questionnaire, one original item was removed (R8 in the original paper), as it could not be adapted for our scenario (Table 2).

4 RESULTS

In this section, we first report the main scores for the within-subjects design (n = 92), then present an analysis as a between-subjects design, by only considering the first condition for each participant (two groups of n = 46). Then we present the simulations of within- and between-subjects designs when manipulating the number of participants.\(^1\)

Following the recommendations from [63], questionnaire responses were aggregated to compute the Appearance, Response, Ownership and Multi-sensory sub-scores, and a general score for embodiment and then re-scaled between -3 and +3.

\(^1\)More can be found at ns.inria.fr/loki/WithinBetween
4.1 Results for the within-subjects design

As the normality assumptions were violated (Shapiro-Wilk normality test, $p < 0.001, W = 0.99$), in the following only non-parametric tests will be considered, with the exception of the following analysis to study interaction effects. Furthermore, to rule out order effects, we performed a repeated-measures ANOVA on Aligned Ranked Transformed data as the data did not follow a normal distribution [88], in which the order of presentation was treated as a between-subjects independent variable and the VM condition as a within-subjects variable. The analysis did not show any significant effect of the presentation order ($F(1, 90) = 1.39, p = 0.24$) or any interaction between presentation order and VM condition ($F(1, 90) = 0.51, p = 0.48$).

Table 3 and Fig. 2 summarize the results, in which Response, Ownership, Multi-sensory and overall embodiment showed significant differences (Wilcoxon signed-rank analysis). The computed effect size was 0.53. The effect size for the Wilcoxon signed rank test was computed using the method proposed by Pallant [62]. More precisely, we used the wilcoxon_effsize function from the rstatix R-package [44]. The analysis on Appearance did not reveal a significant difference ($p = 0.07$). These results replicate the previous results in the literature as we observe significantly higher scores of embodiment for the synchronous condition.

4.2 Results for the between-subjects design

For the between-subjects analysis, we used a Wilcoxon rank-sum test on the first condition participants were exposed to (Table 4). No significant effect was found between the SYNCHRONOUS and ASYNCHRONOUS conditions on overall embodiment ($p = 0.23$) nor any of the sub-components. This analysis failed to replicate the results from the literature, as no significant differences were found.

4.3 Influence of the number of participants over the results for within-subjects studies

We analyzed the results from our 92-participants within-subjects study to evaluate the influence of the number of participants on the results regarding embodiment. Since the overall differences in embodiment scores were significant for the within-subject design, only the overall embodiment scores were considered in this analysis. From the original 92-participants within-subjects study, we created virtual experiments by randomly selecting different subsets of participants according to a target sample size. As simulating all possible combinations is computationally too expensive, we used a Monte-Carlo method by creating several virtual experiments for each sample size, to get accurate estimations. To determine the right amount of simulations, we simulated between 10 and 1,000,000 virtual experiments for 12-participant within-subjects and between-subjects. The 12-participants case is considered as a worst-case scenario as the variance is expected to be maximal. The results showed that 10,000 simulations were enough to reach precise approximations for consistency and effect size. To keep a safety margin while remaining reasonable in terms of computational cost, we chose to run 100,000 simulations for each sample size.
For each virtual experiment, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was run between the SYNCHRO and ASYNCHRO conditions. As a significant effect was found in the original within-subjects study with the 92 participants, and according to the literature, we consider that any virtual experience with a significant difference ($p < 0.05$) between the two conditions, with the mean embodiment scores being higher in the SYNCHRO condition than the ASYNCHRO, is consistent with the original results. For each sample size, we computed the percentage of virtual experiments that were consistent with the original results and effect size (mean, 5th percentile and 95th percentile). The blue line in Fig. 3 (bottom) shows the evolution of the consistency when varying the number of participants for the within-subjects virtual experiments. As can be seen from the figure, and as expected, the consistency of the results increases together with the sample size. Consistency reaches 95% at 33 participants and is virtually 100% beyond 40 participants. Moreover, the blue line in Fig. 3 (top) shows the evolution of the effect size as the sample size increases. While the mean effect size is almost constant (0.53) no matter the effect size, the 5th - 95th percentile range gets narrower as the sample size increases.

4.4 Influence of the number of participants over the results for between-subjects studies
To study the influence of the number of participants for the between-subjects study, we used the same method as described in the section above. We selected the first condition of each participant to obtain a 92-participants between-subject study in which both groups had 46 participants.

The results for the full between-subjects design were not significant (cf. Sect. 4.2). We define consistency as based on the results of the 92-participants within-subject study and on the literature, i.e. that there is a significant difference in embodiment between the SYNCHRONOUS and ASYNCHRONOUS conditions. Thus, in this case, the original 92-participants between-subjects study is considered inconsistent. The green lines in Fig. 3 show the evolution of the effect size and consistency respectively. As it can be expected from the results of the 92-participants between-subjects study, consistency values remain close to zero percent for all simulations. Similarly, the mean effect size is lower (converges to 0.11) with a larger interquartile range for small sample sizes.

During the data analysis, we observed an interesting behavior for the results when only considering the second condition of the original 92-participants study. When considered alone, the second condition could be considered as a between-subjects design, although the results could be strongly biased by the first condition. Nevertheless, we report them as they provide interesting insights and match the initial hypothesis we had for the between-subjects designs. The red lines in Fig. 3 show the evolution of the effect size and consistency respectively when considering the data from the second condition. Interestingly, the consistency of the results almost increases linearly according to the number of participants and reaches the 100% of consistency at around $n = 84$. The evolution of the effect size also followed a similar pattern as the previous simulations converging towards 0.30.

5 DISCUSSION
There were several objectives in this study, the main one being the comparison of within-subjects and between-subjects designs.

5.1 Within-subjects designs
Our first objective was to replicate results regarding the impact of latency on virtual embodiment, in a visuomotor task inspired by the literature [12, 46, 59]. We considered synchronous and asynchronous integration as several works have shown embodiment is impaired when participants perceive visuomotor and/or visuotactile discrepancy [11, 41, 54, 85]. Considering the results of the 92-participants within-subjects study, participants were significantly affected by visuomotor discrepancies during the asynchronous condition (latency around 360 ms), although the decrease of virtual embodiment scores compared to the synchronous condition was moderate compared to other works [41, 85]. This effect was also observed by three of the four sub-components proposed by Peck and Gonzalez-Franco [63]. These results tend to validate both the protocol to elicit embodiment (the visuomotor task based on leg movements) and the value of delay to impede embodiment (360 ms).

The reported effect size for the 92-participants within-subjects study was 0.53. According to Cohen [19], the effect size for Wilcoxon signed rank test can be interpreted the same way as Cohen’s $d$, so an effect size of 0.53 is considered medium. This appears coherent when considering that latency starts to affect embodiment around 100 ms and severely impacts it around 500 ms. As a result we could expect to measure a small effect size around 100 ms and a large effect size around 500 ms and a medium effect-size for 360 ms. However, effect sizes are rarely reported in the literature for virtual embodiment studies. The effect size measures the magnitude of an effect but it usually requires results from different studies on a given phenomenon to be able to establish what values can be considered as low, medium, or high. In its simplest form, the effect size can be considered as the difference of the mean or median values between two conditions. In our case, the difference of embodiment score between the two conditions is equal to 0.34 points on a 7-point Likert scale, which can be considered as small considering the differences obtained in other studies (Table 1). However such approximation does not take into account the variance of the data as methods to compute actual effect sizes do. In addition the results reported in the literature did not necessarily use the same questionnaires. Future embodiment studies also reporting effect size can help characterize the magnitude of ours.

In order to account for the impact of the sample size in the potential outcome and the replicability of the results, we simulated virtual experiments with sample sizes varying from $n = 10$ to $n = 90$. The results, as hypothesized, showed an increase of the replicability as the sample size increased, reaching the 100% of consistency when $n = 40$. 75% of replicability was reached for virtual experiments with 20 participants and up to 33 participants were required to reach 95%. These results show, considering the within-subjects experimental design, that 40 participants would have ensured an optimal number of participants to observe the effect of latency on embodiment.

5.2 Between-subjects designs
Contrary to our initial hypothesis, the results for the 92-participants between-subjects designs failed to replicate the results obtained for the within-subjects design. Assuming that the effect exists, as the within-subjects virtual experiments were able to detect, even reaching a 100% of consistency around 40 participants, and considering that the data set was the same, we hypothesize that the between-group design failed to detect an effect that does exist. A power analysis was run post-experiment, to determine the sample size that would have been required to detect an effect. This was done using the G*Power software [28], and sample size was computed using the
effect size found in the initial 92-participants within-subjects study. The analysis revealed that a sample size of 170 was needed for the between-subjects, whereas the within-subjects yielded a required sample size of 44. This puts our results in perspective: the sample size for a between-subjects design, even with a factor with two levels, might need four times the number of participants in a within-subjects design to detect an effect. It is important to note that these results are heavily dependent on the effect size. Previous studies about embodiment, conducted using between-subjects designs, have also shown it was possible to find significant differences for effect sizes equivalent or smaller than ours, with less participants [56, 89]. While the task and context are different, there might be factors that are overlooked when conducting between-subjects studies regarding embodiment in VR, such as individual differences, like gender or age. Considering the results for the 92-participants between-subjects design, it was not surprising that the virtual experiments with a smaller number of participants also failed to consistently detect the effect. These results are in line with the work of Kalkkert et al. [43] which noted that results in the RHI could be different based on the experimental design.

Considering that no differences were found for the first condition between the group who started with the synchronous condition and the one who started with the asynchronous condition, the observed differences could only be explained by the second condition experienced by the participants and the way they answered the questionnaires. The analysis of the second condition between-group virtual experiments might reinforce this potential explanation, as consistency steadily increased as the number of participants increased. However, it is important to stress that the second condition cannot be considered as a pure between-subjects design as participants were exposed to both conditions.

A possible explanation for the discrepancies between the first and the second condition is that participants first answered the questions in an approximate way. They would then have a better understanding how to answer it, and to which aspects of the task they need to pay attention when performing the second condition. Then, when filling the questionnaire a second time for the other condition, they would answer the questions in a relative way, based on what they remember of their answers to the previous questions. For instance, previous studies regarding the RHI [3] have made the argument that it is the comparison among conditions that are of interest. This tends to be further supported by informal feedback from a few participants regarding the way they interpreted the questionnaire, and the strategy they came up with. Six participants mentioned at the end of the experiment having focused more on what was going on during the second task after having answered the embodiment questionnaire once and getting an “idea of what [they are] expected to do”, as one of them put it. One participant, after asking for help understanding a particular questionnaire item for the first questionnaire, told the experimenter that it was “easier the second time, because [they] have a reference now”. Further studies, in the form of semi-structured interviews after filling the questionnaires, would be required to better understand the strategy participants follow when answering. If this type of strategy is confirmed, it would mean protocols need to be refined. For between- and within-subjects studies, a solution would be to help participants answer questionnaires in an absolute manner, by presenting for instance examples of situations for the two extremes of the scale for each question. Another one would be to set up a training phase where the participants would discover a baseline condition, and the questionnaire before going through the experimental condition. The direct downside of such a solution is that participants would be aware of the questionnaire, just like in a within-subjects design. For within-subjects studies other solutions could be envisioned. For example, the answers to the questionnaire in the previous condition can be presented to the participants to help them answer to the current condition in a relative way. Another solution would be to provide questionnaires with scales that are relative to the previous condition.

The fact that a number of embodiment studies have found significant differences in between-group designs could be explained by a smaller effect size found in our study. Overall our results suggest that a within-subjects design should be preferred over a between-subjects design in embodiment studies when this is an option.

6 Limitations

The main limitation of this study concerns the generalization of our results. They are indeed related to the effect size that depends on the value of latency used in the asynchronous condition. Higher values of latency would increase the effect size and increase the chance of detecting the effect using a between-subjects design. There is also the possibility that the sample size for the between-subjects was too small, as post-experiment power analysis showed a 170-participants required sample size. Nevertheless, the differences found among within- and between-subjects designs might be related to the actual measure of embodiment.

Indeed, embodiment can be measured using subjective measures with questionnaires but also objective measures. We only used subjective measures to keep the experiment simple, and in particular, one embodiment questionnaires measuring absolute values of embodiment. Other embodiment questionnaires could have been used [71], which could have provided different results. Future work could combine subjective measures with objective ones to better characterize the ability to detect effects when they exist.

Furthermore, due to the highly heterogeneous experiments assessing embodiment, embodiment questionnaires need to be adapted to each experiment. We adapted an embodiment questionnaire to the best of our knowledge but the phrasing of the questions could introduce some noise in the answers to the questions. Further work comparing different adaptations of a questionnaire to a given experiment could help measure the impact of the adaptation of the questionnaires.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented a methodology to compare within-subjects and between-subjects designs. From a ground truth established by the literature, our study managed to show that depending on the experimental design and the effect size, it was possible to fail to detect an effect that exists. While we observed the expected effect of latency on embodiment with a within-subjects design, we did not detect it with a between-subjects design. Overall, within-subjects design is much more able to detect small to medium effect sizes, with a smaller required number of participants. We proposed explanations of this phenomenon. Participants most likely answered the second questionnaire relatively to the first one, and the measured difference in embodiment is due to this difference, not to the absolute values. Therefore our recommendation for embodiment studies is to use a within-subjects design. However, we acknowledge that some experimental tasks require a between-subjects design. Hence, we plan to conduct semi-structured interviews to better characterize the way participants answer embodiment questionnaires. Then we will study calibration methods that could enable participants to give better assessments of embodiment in between-subjects design studies. It could take the form of a baseline condition with an embodiment questionnaire, which could give participants the necessary perspective to answer less arbitrarily. Another possibility is to provide participants an idea of what extreme levels of virtual embodiment could feel like, similarly to Kokkinara et al. [46].
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